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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives explicit values for the number of ways a Hermitian matrix B may 
be partitioned into various sums over a finite field. For example, B = XgXrAYf Y,* + 
Y2Y,A*X,X2. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let GF (9) denote the finite field of 4 = pc elements, p odd. Let 8 E GF 
(q2) such that 8E GF (4) but 8’EGF (4). Then if aEGF (q2), cu=a+bB 
for a, b EGF (9). The element (Y= a - be of GF (q2) is called the conjugate 
of a. If A = ( aii) is a matrix, aii E GF ($), let A * = 2 = ( Gii)‘, where the prime 
denotes transpose. Then A is said to be Hermitian if and only if A = A*. 
In [l] L. Carlitz and John H. Hodges determined the number of ways a 
t X t Hermitian matrix B of rank p could be represented in the form 
X* DX = B, where D is an arbitrary, but fixed, Hermitian matrix of order m 
with rank T > p and X is m X t. Then Hodges [2] found the number of ways B 
could be partitioned as X*A + A*X= B with A an arbitrary m X t matrix of 
rank r. In this paper we wish to generalize the type of question discussed in 
[2] and so consider partitions of B into the form 
xz- * .XTAY:...Y,*+Y,...Y,A*X,...X,=B, (1.1) 
where A is defined above and Xi, Yi, 1 < i < a, 1< i < b, are of arbitrary sizes 
except that products, sums, and equality must be defined. In Theorem 1 we 
find the number of partitions of B as described in (1.1) for a, b > 2. 
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Theorems 2 and 3 discuss the cases a = 1, b > 2, and a = b = 1. Finally, in Sec. 
5 we consider the number of partitions of a Hermitian matrix B into a sum of 
h matrix products, where each product is in the form of the left side of (1.1). 
We note that problems of a similar nature concerning skew matrices and 
bilinear forms have been considered in [4] and [5]. Also, since this paper was 
delayed in publication, a fourth paper [5] has been published based on the 
results of this paper as well as [4] and [6]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Matrices with elements from GF (92) will be denoted by Latin capitals 
A, B , . , , , except as indicated. A (s, m) will denote a matrix of s rows and m 
columns, and A (s, m; r) a matrix of the same dimensions of rank r. Z, will 
denote the identity matrix of order r, and I (s, m; T) an s X m matrix having Z, 
in its upper left hand corner and zeros elsewhere. If A = ( aii) = A (n, n), we 
define a(A) = (~ii + * . . + a,, to be the trace of A. Clearly, a(A + B ) 
= a(A)+ o(B), and if C is Hermitian, we have u(A*C)=u(AC), where the 
bar denotes the conjugate of a(AC). 
For d E GF (9), we define 
e(d)= 
exp[erit(d)] 
P ’ 
i(d)=d+dP+ * * * +df-l, (2.1) 
from which it follows that e(d+f)= e(d)e(f), and 
where the indicated sum is over all ~EGF (9). It is noted [l, (2.4)] that 
For B and C Hermitian of order t over GF (92), it follows that u(BC) E GF 
(9), so that e{u(BC)} is defined by (2.1). Thus [l, (2.5)] if B= B (t,t) is 
Hermitian, then 
(2.4) 
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with the sum over all Hermitian matrices C (t, t). The number N (t,r) of 
Hermitian matrices of order t and rank r is given [l, Theorem 31 to be 
Following [l, (7.2)], f or a Hermitian matrix B (t, t; r), we define 
where the sum extends over all Hermitian matrices C (t, t; .a). This sum is 
evaluated [l, Theorem 61 as 
H(B,+ i (_1)‘(_q)“‘-1’/2+‘z-‘)‘[ ;]‘,v(t-r,z-j), (2.7) 
i=o 
with 
[ I 
r = (1-q’). . . (lr-i+l) 
i (l-q). * * (l-q’) ’ 
and the prime indicates q is to be replaced by - q in the q-binomial 
coefficient. 
3. THE NUMBER N(a,b,m,n,r,t,ti,m,). 
We now prove 
THEOREM 1. Let A=A(m,n;r), B=B(t,t;p) be Hermitian, X, 
=X,(m,m,), X,=X,(m,_,,m,) for l<i<a, X,=X,(m,_,,t), Y,= Y,(tl,n), 
Yi= Yl(ti,ti_J for l< i< b, Y, = Y,( t, tb_ 1). Then the number N 
=N(a,b,m,n,r,t,ti,mi) of solutions of (1.1) over GF (q2) when a,b>2 is 
given by 
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where u=2t,(n-r)+2m,(m-r)+t(2ma_,+2t,_,-t); Qab is given by 
(3.4) and H(B,z) by (2.7). 
Proof, In view of (2.4) the number of solutions of (1.1) is given by 
N=&(X, ,..., X,,Y, ,..., Yb) 
where S (X,, . . . ,X,, Y,, . . . , Yb) indicates a summation over all Xi and Yi, 
1 \< i < a, 1< j < b, and the sum over C is over all Hermitian matrices C (t, t). 
By noting the line below (2.1), we obtain 
N=q-‘ze{ -a(BC)}S(X, ,..., X,,Y, ,..., Y,) 
C 
e{ a(X,*X,*_,. . . XTAYT.. . Y$C+ Yb.. . YiA*Xi.. . XnC)}. 
Since X, and Y, vary over all m X ml and t, X n matrices, respectively, there 
is no loss of generality in taking A in its canonical form under equivalence [3, 
Theorem 3-71. Hence, we take A to be Z(m,n;r). If we recall that for a 
Hermitian matrix C, we have (I (F* C) = a(K), then the above value for N 
may be written as 
N=q-p~e{-u(BC)}S(Xa ,..., X,,Y, ,..., Y,)e{ u(D) +u(D)}, (3.1) 
c 
where D=Yb...YIZ(n,m;r)X,+*eXaC. 
We now evaluate the inner sum above for a fixed Hermitian matrix C of 
rank z. It is well known [I, Sec. 21 that every Hermitian matrix C (t, t;z) is 
Hermitely congruent to I (t, t; x). Once again there is no loss of generality in 
replacing a fixed C by this value in the inner sum of (3.1). If we carry out 
this substitution and let Xi=(~r,~,~~), XZ= (xZ,~_~,+) for I < f < a, X,= 
(%,k&i)? Y,=( Yl,jl,hL Yg=( g,b,lg , y ._) for l<g<b, Yb=(ybiib_,), then we . I 
may write 
u(D)=u(Y,...Y,Z(n,m;r)X,..*X,Z(t,t;z)) 
‘.. i i ? .” m!’ Yb,i,~_,“‘yl,i,,hXl,h,k,“‘*~,~_,,i~ 
i=l jb_-l=l fl=1 h=l k,=l k,_,=l 
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We substitute (3.2) into the inner sums of (3-l), recombine terms, 
interchange the order of sums and products, and obtain 
. . . 6 fi 2 . . . y 
i=l jb_,=l j,=l h=l k,=l k,_,=l 
X ze{ yb...ylX1...X,+ yb*..yl~i...Xa}, (3.3) 
x, Y 
with y=2[t,(n-r)+m,(m-~)+(&i+m,_i)(t-z)], x=x,,...,x,, y 
= Yl, ***>yb> xi=xicd> 2 9 yi = yj,f,g, where c, d, f, g represent the appropriate 
subscripts as indicated by (3.2). The factor q y appears because the following 
elements of Yb, Y,, Xi, X, do not appear in (3.2) and hence the choice of 
their value is arbitrary in the inner sum of (3.1): yb,i,b_l is arbitrary for 
z < i < t, 1 < jb_i < tb_i; ~i,~,,~ is arbitrary for 1 < ii < t,, r< h < n; xl,h,k, is 
arbitrary for r < h < m, 1~ k, < m,; x, &_, i is arbitrary for z < i < t, 1 < k,_ 1 . I 
G ma_,. 
In the inner sum of (3.3), we let one of the variables, say 5, assume all 
values of GF (q’), and by (2.3) obtain 
where R ( yb. . . yixi. . . x,_ J = q2 or 0, depending upon whether yb. . .- 
YlXl’ * * xa_ 1 is or is not 0. As yi, . . . , yb, lcl, . . . , xa_ 1 vary over all elements of 
GF (q’), yb + * * yixi. . . x,_ i = 0 exactly 
Qab=q 
2(o+b-l)_jq2_1)Q+b-1 (3.4 
times. Hence 
c R(Yb~~~YlXl~‘~x~-l)=~2Q~b~ 
y,x1,...,r,-, 
so that (3.3) may be written as 
(3.5) 
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It is now clear that the inner sum in (3.1) depends only on the rank of the 
matrix C. Thus, we are led to divide the sum over C in (3.1) into successive 
sums over C (t, t; z), 0 < z Q t. By doing this and using (3.5) for the value of 
the inner sum, we obtain 
(3.6) 
If we now note (2.6) and recombine terms, Theorem 1 is established. n 
4. TWO SPECIAL CASES 
Since Theorem 1 is valid only for a, b > 2, the following two theorems are 
of some interest. They are proven in essentially the same way as Theorem 1, 
so the proofs will not be given. 
THEOREM 2. Let A, B, X,, . . . , X, be as defined in Theorem 1 and 
Y= Y (t,n). Then the number N,, of solutions over GF (4’) of the matric 
equation 
xz.. . X:AY* + YA*XI. s e X, = B, 
for a > 2, is given by 
where v=2m,(m-r)+ t(2n+2m,_,- t), H(B,z) is given by (2.7), and 
Q, = q2” - (q2 - 1)“. 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B, Y be as defined in Theorem 2 and X = X (m, t). 
Then the number N,, of solutions over GF (q2) of the matric equation 
X*AY*+ YA*X= B is given by 
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5. THE GENERAL PARTITION 
We now let A,=Ai(mi,nj;r,), l<i< h, Xi,l=Xi,l(mi,si,l), Xi,i(si,i_l,si,i) 
for l<i<ui, Xi,a, =Xi,a,(Si,q-l~t)f ‘f,1= yf,,l(tf,l’ni)~ ‘f,k= yf,k($,k~~,k-l) for 
1 <f < bi, Yi,b, = Yi,+ (t, ti+J. We then seek the number of ways a Hermi- 
tian matrix B (t, t; p) may be partitioned as 
with 
A,( X,, Y,) + * * . +&,(Xh,Yh)=B, (5.1) 
We may now prove 
THEOREM 4. The number P of partitions over GF (9’) of the matrix B as 
described in (5.1) and (5.2), when a,, b, > 2, 1 Q i < h, is given by 
P= 5 H(B,x)q-‘+d ii (q’Q+$? 
z=o i=l 
where H (B,z) defined by (2.6); d = d, + * * - + dh with di, wi, and Q+, given 
bY (5.5). 
Proof. In view of (2.4), it is clear that 
P=q-“I: 2 e{a([A,(X,,Y,)+*** +&(Xh,Yh)-B]C)}, 
c $9 Y,k 
where the sum over Xii, Yik denotes a summation over each Xii, Yik, 1 < i < h, 
1 Q i < q, 1< k < bi as these matrices are defined above, and the sum over C 
is over all Hermitian matrices of order t. In view of properties of the trace 
function, we may write the above value for P as 
P=q-‘c e{ -a(BC)} c e( o i Ai(X,,Y,)C]. 
C &,9 Ytr 
i=l 
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Proceeding as indicated in the proof of Theorem 1, we divide the sum over C 
into successive sums over all Hermitian matrices C(t, t;z), 0 < z < t, note that 
the sum over Xii, Yi, is distinct for each i, interchange the order of sums and 
products, and obtain 
P=qvp i z e{-a(K)} 
a=0 C(t,t;n) 
ii s(xi,l~~~~~xi,~7y’, , l,..,,Yi,b,)e{u[Ai(Xi~Yi)]C>’ (5.3) 
i=l 
with the indicated sum to the right of the product over h as previously 
defined. With C taken to be C (t, t; z), the value of each 
1 < i < h, is given by (3.5), after making appropriate substitutions, to be 
where 
Q+, = 4 
2(q+b,-l)_(q2_1)a~+b~-1, 
di=2[~~,~(~i-~i)+~i,,(~i-‘j)‘(ti,b,-1’~i,,-~)(t-‘)]’ (5.5) 
The theorem follows by noting that (5.5) and so also (5.4) depend only on the 
rank of C, substituting (5.4) into (5.3), and summing over each C (t, t;z) in 
accordance with (2.6). n 
It is possible to state theorems corresponding to the cases in which some 
(or all) a, = 1, bi = 1, but we shall not take the space to do so. 
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